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THE TWO-SIDED STEFAN PROBLEM
WITH A SPATIALLY DEPENDENT LATENT HEAT

TERRY R. McCONNELL

Dedicated to Professor Guy Johnson on the occasion of his retirement

Abstract. We prove existence and uniqueness of solutions to a problem which

generalizes the two-sided Stefan problem. The initial temperature distribution

and variable latent heat may be given by positive measures rather than point

functions, and the free boundaries which result are essentially arbitrary increas-

ing functions which need not exhibit any degree of smoothness in general. Nev-

ertheless, the solutions are "classical" in the sense that all derivatives and bound-

ary values have the classical interpretation. We also study connections with the

Skorohod embedding problem of probability theory and with a general class of

optimal stopping problems.

1. Introduction

The two-sided Stefan problem is a free boundary problem for the heat equa-

tion which models the melting of ice and other materials in one dimension.

We suppose that at time zero a nonzero temperature distribution is specified in

some interval and that the solid phase of the material occupies the exterior of

this interval. We also suppose that the temperature of the solid phase is zero,

which is also the melting point. Over time, the boundary between melted and

solid material will move as more of the material melts, and the initial temper-

ature distribution will evolve as a solution of the heat equation in the melted

region with zero boundary values. The mathematical problem is to describe the

melted region in space-time and the temperature distribution for all time.

The main goal of this paper is to prove an existence and uniqueness result

in this context, where we additionally allow the latent heat of the material to

depend on position. Moreover, both the latent heat and the initial tempera-

ture distribution may be given as positive measures rather than point functions.

While we are not aware of any physical problems which require such general-

ity, the resulting problem is quite natural from a mathematical point of view.
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The reasons for this are threefold—first, as we shall show below, the result-

ing problem is equivalent to the Skorohod embedding problem, an important

problem in probability theory. Second, we shall see that any pair of strictly

monotone functions may arise as the moving boundaries. If the initial distri-

bution is a fixed probability measure, then there is a one-to-one correspondence

between pairs of such functions and latent heat measures. Finally, the problem

is equivalent to an interesting family of optimal stopping problems for Brown-

ian motion. Some of these connections are known but, in our opinion, have

never been fully investigated.

One consequence of this level of generality is that the usual methods for ob-

taining existence and uniqueness results in parabolic free boundary problems

must be abandoned. In particular, one may not use a priori estimates of the

derivatives of solutions of the heat equation at the boundary, since the bound-

aries may not be assumed to have any smoothness properties. The methods we

rely upon are potential theoretic, and are based upon the work of H. Rost [19],

P. Meyer [16], P. Chacon [6], and others.

To describe our results in detail, let b_ and b+ be given positive constants

and <p a nonnegative function supported in the interval [—b_, b+]. Suppose

there is also given a nonnegative function h which vanishes on (-b_, b ).

The Stefan problem, with latent heat h and initial temperature distribution

<p , is to find a pair of nondecreasing functions 5_ and s+ on [0, co) and a

continuous function u(x, t) on R x (0, co) such that the following hold:

1       r\2. r\

(M)        ^-~2u(x, t) ^ ^-u(x, t),        -s_(t)<x <s(t), 0<t,
ldx öt

(1.2) u(±s±(t), t) = 0,        0</<co,

(1.3) u(x, 0) = cp(x),        -b_<x<b+,

and

(1.4) l-^-i±s±it), t) = ±hi±s±it))^fit),        0 < t < co.

We will not provide extensive references to the literature on the Stefan problem.

Instead we refer the reader to the bibliography of [5].

It is not immediately clear how to generalize condition (1.4) to the case

in which the function h is replaced by a measure p. However, it is well

known in the classical one-sided case, where one of the boundaries is replaced

by a preassigned constant function, that condition (1.4) may be replaced by an

integral equation. Similarly, it is not difficult to show, with the aid of Green's

formula, that in the two-sided problem condition (1.4) is equivalent to the

following family of integral equations:

/ ix + ß)uix, t)dx
Jl(')=l-s_(t),s+(t)]

=        (x + ß)cpix) dx - /    ix + ß)hix)dx,        0<f<co,
JI(0) Jl(t)
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where ß ranges over the real numbers. (Of course, these are equivalent to a pair

of integral equations.) These equations continue to make sense when cpix)dx

and hix)dx are replaced by measures v and p.

We may now state our main results.

Theorem 1.1. Let positive numbers b±, and positive Borel measures p and v

be given, where v is finite and supported in \-b_ , b+] with vi{±b±}) = 0,

and p is a-finite with pi[-b_ , b+]) — 0. Suppose also that p has a continuous

distribution function, i.e.,

(1.5) pi{x}) = 0,        -co < x < co.

Then there exists a triple iu,s_,s+) consisting of strictly increasing iwhere

finite) left continuous extended-real-valued functions s± and a function u which

is continuous on R x (0, co), such that (1.1) and il.2) hold. Furthermore, we

have

(1.6) uix, t) -► v in C*b(R)   ast^O,

i.e., for any bounded continuous function \u

I y/(x)u(x, t)dx -» / y/(x)v(dx)   ast^O.

Also, the family of integral equations

(x + ß)u(x, t)dxLn=[-s_(t),s+(t)]

=        (x + ß)v(dx)-    (x + ß)p(dx),       0<t<oc,ßeR,

hold, and the functions s± satisfy b± <5±(0+). (Existence of the integrals here

is part of the assertion. If for some T < co we have limt_tTs (t) A s_(t) = co

then for t > T the second integral on the right-hand side is to be interpreted in

the improper sense as lim^y. f{(x + ß)p(dx).)

We prove the corresponding uniqueness result under a boundedness condi-

tion. (We are not certain that this is necessary in the presence of the other

assumptions.) There is also a trivial condition involving the (arbitrary) choice

of the initial positions of the free boundaries.

Theorem 1.2. Let p and v be as in Theorem 1.1. Then there exists at most

one triple (u, s_, s+) such that s± are nondecreasing left-continuous extended

real-valued functions on (0, co) which are right continuous at 0, and u is

continuous on K x (0, co), vanishes for x £ (-s_(t), s+(t)), t > 0, satisfies the

Tychonov bound

(1.11) u(x,t)<Cecxl,        \x\>B,

for each B > b± and constants c and C depending only on B, and (1.1),

(1.6) and (1.7) all hold.
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Theorem 1.1 may be deduced with some relatively routine additional work

from the work of P. Chacon and others mentioned above. However, we believe

it is worthwhile to present an independent proof for several reasons. First, as

far as we know, the result of Chacon has never been published outside of his

Ph.D. dissertation. Second, his methods rely on potential theory of general

Markov processes and on the deep work of Rost and Meyer on the continuous-

time filling scheme, and so we feel they are not very accessible to many analysts

who are interested in the Stefan problem. On the other hand, the proof we give

makes no use of the filling scheme and is elementary insofar as it relies only

on classical potential theory. Finally, the proof we give has some interesting

consequences in optimal stopping theory. (See §5.)

Throughout the rest of this paper we shall denote by L the operator \d2/dx2

-d/dt and by L* the operator \d2/dx2 + d/dt.  Also, <¡>t(x) denotes the

function e~x ' '/(2nt) ' . This function is the fundamental solution of the

heat equation in the sense that L®t(x) = 0 for t > 0, and <P; -» S0 as / -» 0

in C*b(R).
We shall use standard notations and results from parabolic potential theory

and its probabilistic counterpart which may all be found in Doob's monograph

[8]. The properties of co-space-time Brownian motion, (B(t), t), where B(t)

is standard Brownian motion, will enter into the proof of Theorem 1.2 in an

essential way. We also use the time reversal, (B(T-t), T-t), 0 < t < T, called

space-time Brownian motion. We recall in particular that, if D is a domain

in R x (0, co), then GD(x, t;y, s), the parabolic Green function of D, is

also the transition density of co-space-time Brownian motion killed at its first

exit from D. (We will drop the subscript D when D is the entire half-space

R x (0, co).) In probabilistic arguments we shall adhere to the standard notation

of the theory of Markov processes. For background on Markov processes, the

reader may consult [10].

The body of this paper is divided into 7 parts. In §2 we prove Theorem

1.1 under the additional hypothesis that p and v have disjoint supports. The

extension to the general case, which we give in §4, uses the uniqueness theorem,

Theorem 1.2, and its proof (given in §3.)

In §5 we present two applications. First, we give a new proof of the solution of

the Skorohod embedding problem for Brownian motion due to P. Chacon. Our

analytic results effectively replace Chacon's use of the filling scheme. Secondly,

we show that the existence of solutions to a rather large class of optimal stopping

problems for Brownian motion is equivalent to the result of Theorem 1.1.

In §6 we collect some results concerning the influence of the data, p and v ,

on properties of the free boundaries, which follow easily from our results and

from other known results.

Finally, in §7 we frame some open questions and suggestions for future re-

search.

In addition to the body of the paper, we attach a brief appendix which con-

tains the statements of some results in which p and v are assumed to have
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continuous density functions, and the resulting free boundaries are C . These

results are used only in §6. We do not give proofs since the reader may supply

them by using as outlines the proofs of similar results in [5].

The author would like to thank R. Blumenthal, J. R. Cannon, A. Mandel-

baum, E. Perkins and A. Schatz for informative correspondence or conversation

on the subject of this paper, and the referee for numerous suggestions which

have improved the exposition.

2. Existence (Case of disjoint supports)

In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 under an additional hypothesis which

we impose throughout this section:

(2.1) p and v have disjoint supports.

Also, we may and do assume that v is a probability measure. Furthermore, we

shall assume that p is finite. The case of infinite p may be deduced from the

case of finite p by means of a limiting argument. This involves the use of a

monotonicity theorem (see Lemma 4.1 below.) Details are left to the reader.

We impose no further assumptions on p and v until after (2.24) below.

Let p be a finite positive measure on R and let p = p ® X on lxl+,

where X denotes Lebesgue measure. Similarly, define y_ - v <g> X. Through-

out this section the reader should beware of the distinction between p and p

(underscored). We shall be concerned with properties of the heat potential

Gp(x,t)= G(x, t; n, s)p(dn)ds,        t > 0.
JO   JR

It is convenient to define Gp — 0 when t — 0. The following result summarizes

some elementary properties of Gp that we shall need.

Lemma 2.1. Let p be a finite measure. Then

(2.2) Gp is continuous on RxR+,

(2.3) dGp/dt exists and is continuous on R x (0, co),

and

(2.4) dGp/dt(-,s)-^pass^0in C*b(R).

Recall that <be(x - y) = G(y, e ; x, 0) and note that <t>£ < (2ns)~l/2. This,

in conjunction with the dominated convergence theorem and the fundamental

theorem of calculus easily yields (2.2) and (2.3). Statement (2.4) follows easily

from the approximate identity property of the 0£ on Cb(R).

It is worthwhile to note that dGp/dx need not exist in general, but does if

p has a bounded density function [8, p. 303]. By (2.3) then, Gp is C1 if p

has a continuous density function.
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If g is any function on R x R+ we define H*(g), the réduite of g, by

77* (g) = inf {f:f> g and / is superparabolic}. Let

H(x,t)=   lim inf 77* (y, 5)
(y,s)^(x,t)

be the lower regularization of 77*. We are interested in the choice g — Gp-Gu,

which is a continuous function and is bounded on the set {(x, t):t < T} for

any T>0.

Lemma 2.2. Let g be a continuous function having at least one superparabolic

majorant and 77 = H(g) the lower regularization of its réduite. Then 77 > g.

Moreover,

(2.5) 77 is continuous and superparabolic on R x (0, co),

(2.6) D = {H> g} is open,

and

(2.7) 77z5 parabolic on D.

Proof. Since g has a superparabolic majorant 77* is not identically infinite,

so 77 is superparabolic [8, 1.XVII. 13, p. 314]. We have 77 > g since H* > g

and g is continuous. Since 77 is superparabolic it is lower semicontinuous.

Since 77 - g is also lower semicontinuous we have (2.6).

Let a be the Riesz measure of 77. Suppose a(D) > 0. Then by writing

D = Uogni^ > q > g} it is easv to see that there is a nonempty rectangle

R = [a, b] x [t0, tx) ç D and a constant c so that a((a, b) x (/0, tx)) > 0

and H > c > g on R. Define a function xRH to agree with 77 off R and

be given on 7? by the solution of the heat equation on R with the values

of H prescribed on the lower boundary of 7?, i.e., that part of 97? which is

included in R. Then by [8, pp. 280-281] the function xRH is superparabolic

and xRH < 77. By the maximum principle [8, p. 279] we have xRH > c > g

on 7?, hence tä77 > g everywhere. But xRH(x, tx) < H(x, tx), a < x < b ,

since er(7?) > 0 implies that 77 is not parabolic on 7?. (See statement (b) on

p. 280 of [8].) This contradicts the minimality of 77*. Thus a(D) = 0 and

(2.7) is proved.

Finally, 77 is continuous, and therefore (2.5) holds, by the Evans-Vasilesco

Theorem, since 77 = g (continuous) on Dc d support(cr). (See pp. 64-65 of

[8]. The proof given there carries over with some minor changes to the parabolic

context.)

From now on we will denote by 77 the lower regularization of the réduite

of g = Gp - Gy_. Since Gp is a superparabolic majorant of g, it follows

from lemma 2.2 ihat 77 satisfies (2.5)-(2.7). It will eventually be shown,

under the additional hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, that D has the form D =

{(x, t): -s_(t) < x < s+(t), t > 0}, where s± axe as in Theorem 1.1.
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To motivate the introduction of 77, we remark that under suitable smooth-

ness and other assumptions on a function g, the function F — H (g) satisfies

(2.8) \d2F/dx2 = dF/dt   on D = {F > g},

(2.9) F = g   on dD,

and

(2.10) dF/dx = dg/dx   on dD.

This is another kind of free boundary problem, with the extra boundary con-

dition (2.10) playing the role of condition (1.4). In fact, such free boundary

problems have been widely studied and arise, for example, in optimal stopping

and stochastic control theory (see §5 for further discussion.) There is a for-

mal transformation due to Schatz [22] which converts a solution of (2.8)—(2.10)

into a solution of a corresponding Stefan problem. Study of this transformation

suggests that the function u of Theorem 1.1 should be given by

(2.11) u = dU/dt on D and u = 0 elsewhere,

where U = 77 - g . It will be proved below that u has the required properties,

but first we need more information on the structure of D.

Theorem 2.3. There exists a nonnegative upper semicontinuous function cp hav-

ing no strict local minima such that

(2.12) D = {(x,t):t><p(x)},

and

(2.13) x e support(^) => there exist xn -* x with cp(xn) > 0.

Moreover, if we express support(/z)c = U°l, Ij as a disjoint union of maximal

open intervals 7 , then

(2.14) v(Ij) >0^-<p = 0onlj,  while i/(/.) = 0 => cp > 0 on /..

Proof. We begin by proving that

(2.15) U(x, /) = 77(x, t) - g(x, t) is nondecreasing in t for each x.

Since D - {(x, t): U(x, t) > 0} , we would then deduce that D has the form

(2.12) for some upper semicontinuous function tp .

Now the semigroup property of Oe(x) = G(0, e; x, 0) implies that g =

Gp - Gv_ satisfies the identity

(2.16) g(x,t + s) = g(x,t) + &l*g(x,s),        t,s>0,

where the convolution is taken only on the spatial variable. Let Hs(x, t) =

H(x, t+s), a superparabolic function. Since <t>t*g(x, s) is a parabolic function

of (x, t) we see that Hs(x, t)-Q> *g(x, s) is also superparabolic. By (2.16) we
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have Hs(x, t)-<bt*g(x, s) > g(x, t) and, therefore, Hs(x, t)-&t*g(x, s) >

H(x, t). Thus for s > 0

(2.17) g(*'' + '>-g(*''>>i»,»rtctJ).

Since <P?(-) € Cb(R) it follows from (2.4) and the mean value theorem that

(2.18) Km±(S>t*g(x,s) = <¡>t*(p-v)(x) = ^(x,t).

If (x, t) belongs to D (where 77 is differentiable) we conclude from (2.17)

and (2.18) that dU(x, t)/dt > 0. Since U is continuous and vanishes off D,

we may conclude that (2.15) holds.

We now turn to the proof of (2.13). Suppose this were false. Then we

could find a<b<x<c<d such that p((b, c)) > 0, v([a, d]) = 0 (see

(2.1)) and 77 is parabolic in7? = (a,ä?)x(0,co). Since 77 clearly satisfies

-Gy_ < H < Gp we have

(2.19) |77(x,Z)|<(^/2)-1/2(||//|| + l)i1/2.

Since both 77 and Gy_ are parabolic in 7? and may be represented there in

terms of their boundary values, it is easy to see that there are constants A and

B depending only on ||/i|| and ô - (d - c) A(b - a) such that

(2.20) \H(x,t)\<Ae~B",        0<t<l, b<x<c,

and

(2.21) Gu_(x, t) < Ae~B/t,        0<t<l,b<x<c.

Now for 0 < t < 1 and y e(b, c) we also have

re f{c-b)/2

/   ®t(y-n)dn> / «>,({)#
Jb JO

>\-(2n)^2r     e-?l2dc:
L J(c-b)/2

>e = e(c-b)>0.

It follows that we have

(2.22) [ Gp(n,t)dn>p((b,c))et,        0 < t < 1.
Jb      ~

But (2.20)-(2.22) are clearly incompatible as t -> 0 with H > g, and this

contradiction completes the proof of (2.13).

To prove (2.14), first let 7 = 7; be such that v(I) > 0. Let T > 0 and

R = 7 x [0, T). Then g is bounded, continuous and subparabolic on 7?. Let

y/ be the solution of the heat equation in 7? with boundary values given by the

restriction of g to the lower boundary of 7?. Then for any x e I we have

H(x, T) > y/(x, T) > g(x, T), the strict inequality holding since g is not
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parabolic in 7?. Since T was arbitrary we have 7 x (0, co) ç D, i.e., cp = 0

on 7.

Now suppose i^(7) = 0. We shall suppose that 7 is a finite interval, say

7 = (a, b), the case of a half-line being handled by a similar argument. Since 7

is maximal we have {a, b] ç support(/z). Suppose c < d satisfy tp(c)hcp(d) —

ô > 0 and v([c, d]) = 0. Let 7? = [c, d] x [0, S). Then U = H - g is

nonnegative subparabolic on 7? and vanishes on the lower boundary of R. It

follows that U vanishes identically on 7?, hence cp(x) > ô for x e I. By (2.1)

and (2.13) the interval (a, b) may be covered by a union of such (c, d).

There remains only to show that cp can have no strict local minima. Suppose

x were a strict local minimum of cp . Then x £ support(i/) by (2.1) and (2.14).

Accordingly, we can find a < x < b with cp(x) < cp(a) A cp(b) and v([a, ¿>]) =

0. Then U is nonnegative subparabolic on {(y, t):a < y < b, cp(y) < t <

<p(a) A <p(b)} and vanishes on the lower boundary of this set. Thus U vanishes

identically there, contradicting <p(x) < cp(a) A cp(b). This completes the proof

of Theorem 2.3.

Remark 2.4. Suppose v has compact support as it does under the full hypothe-

ses of Theorem 1.1. Then an argument similar to the one given at the end of

the proof of Theorem 2.3 shows that if support(z^) ç (a, b) then cp is mono-

tone nondecreasing on (b, co) and nonincreasing on (-co, a). For example,

if c > b, one may rule out the possibility that <p is monotone nonincreasing

on [c, co) with limx^oo(p(x) < cp(c) by the same subparabolic argument ap-

plied to the domain {(x, t):c < x < co, <p(x) < t < <p(c)}. Thus, since <p has

no strict local minima, it follows that cp must be monotone nondecreasing on

[b, co).

Let u be defined as in (2.11) above and put

u*(x, t)=     GD(x, t;n, 0)u(dn).

Note that u is parabolic in D and vanishes continuously at d+D =

dD n {(x, t):t > 0}. This follows since each point (£, s) e d+D is regular

for Dc. Indeed, the line segment {£} x [0, s] is contained in Dc and (¿;, s)

is regular for this line segment.

Extending u* to all of R x (0, co) by defining it to be 0 on Dc, we then

have

(2.23) u* is continuous on R x (0, co).

We also have

(2.24) u(x, t) -^ v   in C*b (R) as t -» 0.

This follows from the easily proved fact that GD(x, t ; n, 0) - <Pr(x - n) —► 0

as t -> 0 uniformly for n belonging to support^), (See (2.1) and (2.14)), and

the fact that 3>( * v(x) -> v in C*b(R) as t -> 0.

For the remainder of this section we assume that p and v satisfy all of the

hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 and that (2.1) continues to hold.
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Theorem 2.5. We have u = u*.

We prove Theorem 2.5 below after we show how to complete the proof of

Theorem 1.1 under condition (2.1).

Let (-c_ , c+) be the largest open interval containing 0 such that

p((-c_,c+)) = 0.

Then we have b± < c± and by Remark 2.4 cp is positive and nondecreasing

on (c+, co). Let s+ be the left-continuous inverse of <p on (c+, co), i.e.,

s+(t) = inf{x > c+:<p(x) > t}, with the usual convention that inf(0) = co.

Similarly, define 5_ by -s_(t) = sup{x < -c_:cp(x) > t}. Then s± axe

extended real-valued, left-continuous, and s±(0+) = c± > b±. We also have

(x, t) e D «• t > cp(x) «• x e (-s_(t), s+(t)), t > 0. The values 5±(0) may

be chosen arbitrarily.

Assuming the result of Theorem 2.5, we must only prove that the integral

equations (1.7) hold in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Lemma 2.6. 77 is the heat potential of the measure plDc, i.e.,  H(x, t) =

G(plDc)(x,t).

Proof. Since 77 satisfies 0 < 77 < \\p\\t112 it follows that 0 is the greatest

parabolic minorant of 77. Since 77 is parabolic in D and superparabolic, the

Riesz decomposition implies that 77 = Ga , where a is a positive measure on

lxl+ satisfying a(D) = 0. We claim further that

(2.25) o(dD) = 0.

To see this, let T be any open subset of R x R+ such that vfV) = 0. It

then suffices to show a(dD n 'V) = 0, by (2.14). Now U = 77 - Gp + Gv_

is subparabolic on 'V since vfP") = 0, and {7 = 0 on Dc n W. Therefore

the restriction of the measure L(U) to "V is a positive measure, and hence,

0 < a\y- < p\T. But (1.5) implies that p(dD) = 0, hence (2.25) follows.

Since 77 = g on Dc, it is easy to show that the restriction of a to the exterior

of D (i.e., the complement of the closure of D ) agrees with L(g) = -p there.

Combining this with a(D) = 0 and (2.25) we conclude that a = p}Dc, and

the proof of Lemma 2.6 is complete.

We shall also need the following facts:

(2.26) [   u(x, t)dt = U(x, T),
Jo

and
T

(2.27) f    f(\x\ + l)u(x,t)dxdt<oo,        0<T<oo.
Jo  J«.

The first follows from the definition (2.11), (2.23) and the bound 0 < u(x, t) <

(2nt)~l/2, a consequence of Theorem 2.5. The second follows from Theorem

2.5 and Fubini's theorem.
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Next, we prove

(2.28) /        u(x,t)dx=l- p(dx),       0 < t < oo.
J-s_(t) J-sAt)

By (2.26) and Fubini's theorem, for T > 0,

/■r    /-i+(Z) /•     rT r

/    /        u(x,t)dt=      /     u(x,t)dtdx=     (H-g)(x,T)dx.
Jo    J-s_(t) JrJ¡/>(x) Jr

But, by Lemma 2.6, (77 - g)(x, t) = Gv(x, t) - G(plD)(x, t), hence

f (77 - g)(x ,T)dx= f Gv(x ,T)dx- f G(plD)(x, T)dx
Jr Jr Jr

= T-        /        pidt).
JO    J-s_(t)

Thus,
fT   rs+(t) rT   rs+(t)

/    /        u(x, t)dxdt = T-        /        p(dx).
Jo    J-s_(t) JO   J-s_{t)

Differentiating both sides of this equation with respect to T we find that (2.28)

holds for almost every t. But the left-hand side of (2.28) is a continuous func-

tion of t (since u vanishes on d+D ) and the right-hand side is left continuous.

It follows that (2.28) holds for all 0 < t < co .

We now prove

/•*+« f fs+W
(2.29) /        xu(x, t)dx = / xv(dx) - /        xp(dx),        0 < t < co.

J-s_(t) J J-s_(t)

Combining (2.28) and (2.29) yields (1.7).

Let r, = inf{í:5+(í) A5_(i) = co}. If Tt < co and s+(TJ As_(TJ < co

then (2.29) holding for t > Tt follows from (2.29) for t = T,, since (2.28)

implies p((s+(Tt), co)) = //((-co, -5_(rj) = 0. In all other cases, the validity

of (2.29) for t > Tt follows from its validity for t < Tt, together with either

the monotone convergence theorem or the interpretation of f xp(dx) in the

improper sense. Because of these observations, we may suppose that one or both

of the endpoints of integration in (2.29) is finite, and, therefore, the integrals

there are well defined.

By (2.26), (2.27) and Fubini's theorem

rT     rS+(t) r rT

/    /        xu(x,t)dxdt=     x        u(x,t)dtdx
Jo    J-s_(t) -'R     J<P(x)

= [ x(H-g)(x,T)dx
J&

= / xGv(x, T)dx- / xG(plD)(x, T)dx
Jr. Jr

r rT rs+(<1
= T    fridi)-       /       tp(dc;),

Jr Jo   J-s_(t)
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the last equality following from /x<Pr(x - ¿;) dx = Ç. Then (2.29) follows by

differentiation as before.

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.5, and begin by establishing the a

priori bound

(2.30) 0<u(x,t)<Gv(x,t) = ®t*v(x),        (x, t) e D.

Let Ds - {x: (x, s) e D} . Then by Lemma 2.6 (whose proof did not assume

the result of Theorem 2.5)

H(x,t + s)= J  jc <Du(x -y)p(dy)du+ I     j <&u(x -y)p(dy)du

= H(x,t)+f f    <J>v+!(x-y)p(dy)dv

<H(x,t)+f  f ®v+t(x-y)p(dy)dv,
Jo Jdcv

since for t > 0 we have Dcv+t ç Dcv . Thus 77(x, t + s) < H(x ,t) + ®t *

H(x, s) < H(x, t) + <P; * Gp(x, s). Subtracting identity (2.16) from both sides

of this inequality and using (2.15) we conclude that 0< U(x, t+s)-U(x, t) <

0>t * Gv_(x, s). By the same argument that yielded (2.18) we have that on D

(where U is differentiable with respect to t) 0 < ^j-(x, t) < Gv(x, t), which

proves (2.30).

Lemma 2.7. We have

1 /2
(2.31) Gp(x, t) = o(t    )   ast^>0,  uniformly in x.

Proof. We may assume p ^ 0. Let e > 0 be given and choose N so large that

(2.32) ^/2<y^p£)

and then A > 0 so small that

(2.33) p([x-N^/Â~,x + Ny/À]) < ^1,        xeR.
2v2

The latter is possible by (1.5). Then for 0 < t < A we have

/   / <i>s(x-y)p(dy)ds
Jo Jr

= [[ Q>s(x-y)p(dy)ds
Jo  J\x-y\<NVt

+ i  / <&s(x-y)p(dy)ds
JO   J\x-y\>Ns/i'\x-y\;

= 1 + 11.
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By (2.33),

I < [  [ (2nsfi/2p(dy)ds
Jo  J\x-y\<Nsft

= [ (2ns)~U2p([x-NV~t,x + NVt])ds
Jo

<\Vt.

By (2.32),

II < f i(2ns)-l/2e-N2"2sp(dy)ds
Jo Jr

<e-N2/2M['(2nsyl/2ds
Jo

Combining the two estimates completes the proof of Lemma 2.7.

Lemma 2.8. Let (x, t) e d+D. Then

U(x ,s + t)- U(x, t) (= U(x ,s + t)) = o(s)   as s -> 0.

Moreover, for fixed ô > 0, z7zz'5 estimate is uniform in (x, t) e d+D satisfying

t>ô.

Proof. Let xs = inf{u > 0: (x - B(u), t + s - u) g D}.   (We suppress the

dependence of xs on (x, t).) Note that xs < t + s, a.s.

We claim that

(2.34) E[g(x-B(xs),t + s-xs);  xs>t] = o(s),

uniformly in (x, t). Since xs < t + s implies x - B(xs) 0 support(z'), (2.21)

and Lemma 2.7 imply |g((x - B(xs), t + s - xs)\ = o(sl/2) uniformly a.s. on

{xs > t} . Thus, to show (2.34), it is enough to show that P(xt) (xs > t) = 0(sl/2)

uniformly in x and t > S for each ô > 0. But since the segment {x} x [0, t] is

contained in Dc, such an estimate would follow from the Brownian probability

estimate

(2.35) P0(B(u) ¿0,s<u<t)< C(t)sl/2,

with C(t) a constant depending only on t.

To prove (2.35), first note that for z ^ 0 and s < t/2,

PJB(u)¿0, 0<u<t-s) = PQ[    sup   B(u)<z
\0<u<t-s

»T *,_,«;)<«< 2||*,_,||j2| = c1(0l*|,
J-\z\
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where Cx(t) depends only on t, by symmetry of Brownian motion and the

reflection principle. (See e.g., [13, p. 26].) By the Markov property

P0(B(u)¿0, s<u<t)= í <&s(z)Pz(B(u)¿0, 0<u<t-s)
Jr

<Cx(t) ios(z)\z\dz = C2(t)s1'2,
Jr

where C2(t) depends only on t. Thus (2.35) holds for s < t/2. Then we may

choose C(t) > C2(t) sufficiently large so that (2.35) holds for all 5 .

Now H((x - B(xs A u), t + s - xs A u) is a uniformly integrable martingale

indexed by u. Thus, letting u -» co we have

77(x, t + s) = EQH(x - B(xs) ,t + s-xs)

= E0g(x - B(xs At),  t + s-xsAt) + o(s),

where we used (2.34) and its proof in the last step.

Now, since 77 is superparabolic, and supermartingale expectations decrease,

g(x, t) = H(x, t) > EH(x - B(xs At), t-xsAt)

>Eg(x-B(xsAt), t-xsAt).

Combining this with the identity (2.16),

77(jc, t + s)- H(x, t)

< E{g(x - B(xs At),  t + s-xsAt)-g(x- B(xs At),  t-xsAt)) + o(s)

= £0,_TjAr * g(x - B(xs At),s) + o(s) = <D, * g(x, 5) + o(s),

where the last line follows from the strong Markov property. Since U = H - g

the desired result now follows from (2.16).

To continue the proof of Theorem 2.5, fix (x, t) e D and choose 0 < n < t.

Since Gv is bounded on {(y, t):t>n} , by (2.30) there is a constant A - A(n)

such that

(2.36) 0< u(y,s) <A,       s>n.

If (y, s) e d+D then (2.36) and the definition of u imply that U(y, s+3) —

/0 u(y, s + r)dr. Combining this with Lemma 2.8 and Chebyshev's inequality

we can find ô > 0 (depending on n and e) so that

(2.37) \{v e(0,S):u(y,s + v)>a}\ < sÔ,        (y,s)edD,       s > n,

and so that ó < (t - n) A dist((x, t), dD).

Then with x = inf{v: (x + B(v), t - v) <¿ D} A (t - n),

rS rö

/   u(x,t + r)dr=   l   E0u(x + B(x),  t + r-x)dr
So Jo

u(y, (p(y) + r) drP(x + B(x) e dy,  x < t - n)-ifJrJo

+ u(z,n + r)P(x + B(x) edz, x = t - n).
Jd Jo
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(Note that t does not depend on r.) By (2.36) and (2.37), tp(y) > n implies
rS

»o/0 u(y, <p(y) + r)dr < eôA + eô . It follows that

u(x, t) = lim(l/ó) i   u(x,t + r)dr
Jo(5-0

= /   u(y,n)P(x + B(x)edy, x = t-n)

=      u(y, r])GD(x, t;y,n)dy.
Jd„

Now let K - support^). Let cfx and cf2 be open subsets of R such that

K c cfx c cfx c (-b_ ,b+), cf2 n K = 0, and 0X U <92 = R. It follows from

(2.30) that

(2.38) / u(y, n)dy^0   asn^O,
Jtf2

and

(2.39) [ u(y,r1)dy<\\v\\.
Jr

Also

(2.40) I Gp(y,t])dy^0   as>/^0,
Jcf.

[ \Ht(y,(2.41) /   \H.(y, n)\dy ^ 0   as n - 0

(The latter follows easily from an examination of the Poisson representation of

77 on the slab (-b_ , b ) x (0, co) where it is parabolic.) It is easy to show

that

(2.42) GD(x, t; y, n) -> GD(x, t; y, 0)   aszy-^0, uniformly in y € cf,.

We will now show that

(2.43) j  u(y, n)GD(x,t;y,n)dy^JGD(x,t;y, 0)v(dy).

To see this, it suffices, in view of (2.38), (2.39), (2.42) and a partition of unity

argument, to show that

j u(y, n)GD(x, t; y, Q)\u(y)dy - j GD(x, t; y, 0)y/(y)v(dy)

for any bounded continuous function supported in cfx. Since u = Ht-Gp + Gv

on D, this follows from (2.40), (2.41), and

j Gv(y, r¡)GD(x ,t;y, 0)ip(y) dy - j GD(x ,t;y, 0)y(y)v(dy),

as i/->0.
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The desired result, u(x, t) = u*(x, t) follows, since the right-hand side of

(2.43) is equal to u*(x, t).

3. Uniqueness

The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2. Throughout the section

we shall suppose that v is a probability measure, as a convenient normalization.

Suppose p and v satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 and (u, s_ , s+) is

a triple satisfying the various conditions listed there. We wish to show that

u, 5_ , and 5+ are uniquely determined by p and v. This will be done by

completing the following outline.

Step 1. Let D = {(x, t): -s_(t) < x < s+(t), 0 < t < co} . The set D is open

since 5± are left-continuous. Let u(x, t) = J GD(x, t ; n, O)v(dn) where

GD is the parabolic Green function (or killed Brownian transition function) of

D. We will show that the functions u and u* axe identical, and hence u is

uniquely determined, provided s± axe uniquely determined.

Step 2. Here, and throughout the rest of this section x denotes the exit time

of co-space-time Brownian motion from D, i.e.,

t = inf{i > 0:5(0) + B(t) $ (-s_(t), s+(t))}.

(We assume the motion starts from time 0 here.) Let a(dx) - Pv(B(x) e dx)

be the exit-position distribution. We will prove that a = p\,A B), where A =

-5_(co), and B = 5+(co).

Step 3. We will prove that (A, B) is uniquely determined by the conditions of

the theorem. Thus, by Step 2, a is determined. (We will in fact prove slightly

less in the case \\p\\ = \\v\\.)

Step 4. We will show that for each given exit-distribution a, there is at most

one pair of functions s± , satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.2, which give

rise to that a .

The results of Steps 1-3, taken together, show that the conditions of the

Theorem uniquely determine the exit distribution from D of co-space-time

Brownian motion started at time 0 with spatial distribution v . Hence, in light

of the result of Step 4, the boundaries s± axe uniquely determined.

We now proceed to fill in the details of each step.

Step 1 (details). Because u is continuous on R x (0, co), parabolic on D, and

(1.11) holds, a Phragmén-Lindelof type extension of the maximum principle

(see, e.g., [28, Theorem 6.1]) shows that we have

(3.1) u(x, t) = / GD(x, t;n, ô)u(n, ô)dn,

for 0 < ô < t and each ó > 0. (Condition (1.11) is needed in order to handle

the possibility that D n {(y, s): ô < s < t} is unbounded.) Choose nonnegative
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continuous functions \p and x sucri that y/ + x = 1, ¥ is compactly sup-

ported in (-5_(0), 5+(0)), and y = 1 (hence x = 0 ) on (-5_(0) + e, 5+(0) -

e) for some e > 0. It is easy to show that for fixed (x, t), the function

GD(x, t; n, ô) converges to GD(x, t ; n, 0) as S -* 0, uniformly for r\ belong-

ing to compact subsets of (-5_(0), 5+(0)). Therefore \p(r\)GD(x, t; r\, 8) —>

y/(n)GD(x, t; n, 0) uniformly in n as ô —► 0. By (1.6),

lim / u(t],ô)GD(x, t; n, ô)ip(n)dt]
s—>o j

= lim / u(n, ô)GD(x, t;n, 0)ij/(n)dn
ô-*0 J

= JGD(x,t;n,0)>p(t1)v(dr1).

On the other hand, x(v)GD(x, t ; n, ô) < [2n(t - ô)]~l/2x(n), so that

lim sup / u(n, ô)GD(x ,t;n, ô)x(n) dn
o—>0 J

<(2nt)-l/2lim [x(tl)u(n,S)dt1
d—»0 J

= (2nt)-l/2Jx(v)Hdti)-

This latter integral may be made arbitrarily small by taking e small. Since e

was arbitrary, we have that

lim / u(r¡, ô)GD(x, t; r¡, ô)dn
ô-*0 J

= j GD(x, t; n,0)v(dn)

= u*(x, t).

Thus, by (3.1), we conclude that u = u*, and Step 1 is complete.

Step 2 (details). Let Fn denote the distribution function of p, i.e., Fn(x) =

p([0, x)) for x > 0 and Fß(x) = -p([x, 0)) for x < 0. Similarly, define

Fa(x) in terms of a . We begin by showing that the nondecreasing functions

5± of Theorem 1.2 are actually strictly increasing on the sets where they are

finite. The assumption that F  be continuous is crucial in this result.

Lemma 3.1. Let T+ = sup{/:5+(/) < co}. Then s+ is strictly increasing on

(0, T+) (A similar result holds for s_.)

Proof. Suppose there were a nonempty interval (tx, t2) on which s+(t) = a <

co . We shall assume that s_ is finite on (tx, t2). (The case in which s_ = co on

a nonempty subinterval of (tx, t2) is easier to handle.) Fix a point t e (tx, t2)

at which 5_ is differentiable. (Almost every point in (/,, t2) has this property.)
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For any ô <t2- t we have by (1.7)

/      (x + ß)u(x, t + ô) dx - \   (x + ß)u(x, t) dx
Ji(t+ô) Ji(t)

r-s_(t)

I (x + ß)p(dx),
J-s   <t+S)

>I(t+ô) Jl{t)

(3-2) ,_,_(,,

'-j_(H-<5)

where I(t) = [-s_(t), s+(t)].

By [5, Theorem 14.4.1] the function ux has a continuous extension to the

line-segment L = {a} x (tx, t2). Therefore, we may apply Green's formula

on the rectangle [-5_(i) + ô, a] x [t, t + ô]. (We assume from now on that ô

satisfies 0 < ô < (a+s_(t))A(t2-t).) Applying Green's formula with v =x + ß

and using (3.2) we derive

ft r-s_(t)+à

/    (a + ß)ux(a,x)dx + 2 (x + ß)u(x, t)dx
Jt+s J-s_(t)

r-s_(t)+S

-2 (x + ß)u(x, t + S)dx
7-í_(í+<5)

/•-*_(<) ft+ô
-2 (x + ß)p(dx)+        (-s_(t) + a + ß)ux(-s_(t) + a,x)dx

J-s_{'+¿) St

rt+S

- /      u(-s_(t) + S, x)dx = 0.

We now choose ß = s_(t) - ô, so that the fifth integral above vanishes.

By the mean value theorem the first integral becomes -(/? + a)ôux(a, xj , for

some xt e (t, t + ô). Each of the remaining integrals is easily seen to be o(ô)

as ô —► 0, by using the facts that u vanishes on dD, s_ is differentiable at

t, and p has a continuous distribution function. It follows that ux(a, t) = 0.

Since this reasoning applies for almost every t e (tx, t2), and ux is continuous

on L, we conclude that ux vanishes identically on L . But this is impossible,

since u does not vanish identically. (For example, reflection across L would

give a parabolic function having an interior minimum.) This completes the

proof of Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.1 has two important consequences: Fg is continuous, and the

triple (u, s_, s ) satisfies (1.7) with p replaced by a. The continuity of Fg

follows easily from the continuity of the distribution function of x and from the

strict increase of s±. To see the former, note that Pv(x e [t, t + e)) <

P„(B(x)£(-s_(x),s+(x)) for some x e [t, t + e), and B(t) e (-s_(t), s+(t))).

The latter probability tends to 0 as e tends to 0 by path continuity of Brownian

motion.
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To see that (1.7) holds with a  in place of p, fix t > 0 and note that

M(h) = B(t A h) + ß is a uniformly integrable martingale. Therefore

/'
x + ß)v(dx) = EvM(0) = EvM(x) = Ev(M(t) ; x > t) + Ev(M(x) ; x < t)

fSjt) rs+(t)

= (x + ß)u(x, t)dx+ /       (x + ß)a(dx).
J-S-(t) Js_(t)

(Note that we have used the equality {x < t} = {B(x) e (-s_(t), 5+(/))}, a

consequence of the strict increase of s±.)

It follows easily from (1.7) and the fact that u vanishes on dD that

p((s+(t), s+(t+))) = p((-s_(t+), -s_(t))) = 0   for every t.

The same clearly holds for a since Brownian motion cannot leave D via the

jumps in s± . Thus we may conclude that the functions F (s+(t)) - Fa(s+(t))

and F (-s_(t)) - Fa(-s_(t)) axe continuous and vanish at / = 0.

We are now ready to complete Step 2 by showing that p\,A B, = a. The

argument is similar to the proof of Gronwall's Lemma. First, since both p and

a satisfy (1.7) we have

fSjt) rs+(t)

/        (ax + ß)p(dx) = (ax + ß)a(dx),     for all a, ß e R,  0 < t < oo.
J-s_(t) J-s_(t)

Integration by parts yields

(as+(t) + ß)Fß(s+(t)) + (as_(t) - ß)Fß(-s_(t)) -af* '   F¿x)dx

= (as+(t) + ß)Fa(s+(t)) + (as_(t) - ß)Fa(-s_(t)) - a f+     Fa(x)dx.
J~s_(t)

Taking a = 0 and ß = 1 gives

(3.3) Fß(s+(t)) - Fß(-s_(t)) = Fa(s+(t)) - Fa(-s_(t)),

and taking a = 1 and ß = 0 gives

s+(t)F(s+(t)) + s_(t)F(-s_(t)) - f'    F(x)dx

= s+(t)Fa(s+(t)) + s_(t)Fa(-s_(t))- /        Fa(x)dx.

Multiplying both sides of (3.3) by s+(t) and subtracting from (3.4), and then

multiplying (3.3) by s_(t) and adding to (3.4) yields

W)) - F«r(*+W) = F„(-sJt)) - F„(-s_(t))

(3.5)

Jsjt)

Recall that F' (s+(t)) - Fa(s+(t)) is a continuous function of t vanishing at 0.

If this function were not identically zero then we could find T > 0 such that

= [l/(s+(t) + s_(t))] f+t (F(x)-Fa(x))dx.
J-s   (t)
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\F (s+(t)) - Fa(s+(t))\ would be strictly maximized on [0, T] at t = T. Since

p and a do not charge the jumps of s+ we would also have \F (x) - Fa(x)\ <

\Fß(s+(T)) - Fa(s+(T))\ for 0 < x < s+(T). But then substituting t = T in

(3.5) we obtain a contradiction.

We conclude that Fß(s±(t)) = Fa(s±(t)) for all t > 0, and hence Fß(x) =

Fa(x) for all x e (A, B). Of course, this equality of distribution functions

implies the desired result: a = p\,A B,.

Step 3 (details). First we show that if p(R) < v(R) then A = -co and B = co .

If either one of A or B , say A , were finite, then by the maximum principle,

u(x, t) < /{Or(x - y) - ^¡(2A - x - y)}v(dy) for A < x, and it is easy to

conclude that ¡A u(x, t) dx —> 0 as t —> co . Therefore, by (1.7),

rB rB

(3.6) /   p(dx) = /   v(dx) = v(R).
Ja Ja

But this is impossible, since  p((A,B))   <  p(R)  <  v(R).    (The quantity

lim^^ / u(x, t) dx makes up the "deficit" v(R) - p(R).)

Now suppose p(R) = v(R). Then we will prove that (A,B) contains

(a,ß), where a = infsupport^) and ß = supsupport(/i). If (a, ß) =

(-co, co), then we necessarily have (A, B) = (-co, co), by (3.6) and the ar-

gument which lead to (3.6). On the other hand, if ß is finite and B < ß then

again (3.6) holds and forces the inequality B > ß. Therefore, we must have

B > ß in any case. (It is easy to show, based upon the result of Step 2, that

B can take only the values ß or +co and that A can take only the values

a or -co. It is possible to show that if p and v have the same mean then

necessarily (A, B) = (a, ß), but the other possibilities can occur if the means

differ. See Theorem 6.3 below.)

For the remainder of our discussion of Step 3 we shall suppose z^(R) < p(R)

and prove that the pair (A, B) is uniquely determined. First note that at least

one of A or B must be finite. This is so because (1.7) implies the inequality

p(A, B) < v(R). Therefore, we have (3.6) holding.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose p is a positive measure with a continuous distribution

function and we have

(3.7) /    (ax + ß)p(dx)=        (ax + ß)p(dx),        a,^€R,
Ja, Ja2

where -co < Ai < 7?. < co for i = 1, 2. (It is assumed that the integrals exist

and that p(Aj,Bj) is finite.) Suppose also that

(3.8) ßüBi-e,Bi))>0   and   p((A¡, A¡ + e)) > 0   for each e > 0.

(If Bi = +co r7zz5 is interpreted to mean that p((N, co)) > 0 for every N, with

an analogous interpretation if Ai = -co.) Then Ax = A2 and Bx = B2.

Proof. Suppose (Ax, Bx) £ (A2, B2). Taking a = 0 in (3.7) we conclude that

p(Ax, Bx) = p(A2, B2) and hence neither of the intervals [A¡, B¡] can contain
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the other. Taking ß = 0 in (3.7) shows that the intervals cannot be disjoint.

Therefore we may suppose that Ax < A2< Bx< B2. But clearly

fB,
L

and

\/p((Ax,Bx)) f lxp(dx)< l/p((A2,Bx)) [ ' xp(dx)
Ja, Ja2

l/p((A2,Bx)) f lxp(dx)<l/p((A2,B2)) [ \p(dx).
Ja, Ja,

Since p((Ax, Bx)) - p((A2, B2)) we conclude that fA ' xp(dx) < ¡A2xp(dx),

contradicting (3.7). Therefore (Ax, Bx) = (A2, B2), and the proof is complete.

It follows easily from Lemma 3.2 that there is a unique pair (Ax, 7?,) such

that conditions (3.8) hold, and also

(3.9) p((Ax,Bx)) = v(R),

and

r-ß,

(3.10) /    xp(dx) - / xv(dx) is as small as possible.

We will prove that (Ax, Bx) = (A, B). First, suppose that A > Ax . Then

A is finite, so by (1.7) we have fA (x - A)p(dx) < ¡(x - A)v(dx). Thus

¡A xp(dx) < ¡xv(dx) by (3.6), and so, combining (3.10), (3.9) and (3.6) we

have

rB rB,

(3.11) /   xp(dx) < /    xp(dx).
Ja Ja,

If equality holds in (3.11) then we are done by Lemma 3.2, so we may suppose

that strict inequality holds there. It follows that B = co since otherwise (1.7)

and the dominated convergence theorem would imply that equality holds in

(3.11). But A satisfies (3.8) by the result of Step 2, hence

rB roo roo rB,

/   xp(dx) = /    xp(dx)> /    xp(dx)> /    xp(dx),
Ja Ja Ja, Ja,

contradicting (3.11). We conclude that A <AX.

Similarly, one may prove that B > Bx . Combining this with (3.6), (3.9), and

(3.8) shows that iA,B) = (Ax ,BX).

Step 4 (details). Suppose s± and a± axe two pairs of functions satisfying the

hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 with the same p and v. Let D and A be the

domains in space-time defined by s± and o± respectively. Suppose D ^ A.

Then we will show that the exit distributions of co-space-time Brownian motion

from D and A differ. More precisely, if x and x* denote the respective exit

times, then we shall construct a set E such that Pv(B(x) e E) ^ Pv(B(x*) e E).

We distinguish two cases.
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Case 1. Either D contains A or A contains D.

For definiteness, let us suppose A strictly contained in D, i.e., we have s±(t) >

a±(t) for all t and s+(t0) > cr+(t0) for some tQ . Take E = [-a_(t0), cr+(t0)]c.

Then it is easy to show that

(3.12) {B(x*)eE}c{B(x)eE}.

By left-continuity of s+ and the fact that a+ is nondecreasing, there exists

ô > 0 such that a+(t) < s+(t), t0-S < t <tQ. Then we have Pv(B(x) e E,

B(x*) #E)> Pv(B(x) eE, tQ - ô < x* < t0, Bit*) = a+(x*)), and the latter

probability is easily seen to be strictly positive. Combining this observation

with (3.12), we have Pu(B(x) e E) > Pu(B(x*) e E). This completes the proof

in Case 1.

Case 2. The remaining case.

For definiteness, we shall suppose that there are t0 and tx with s (t0) > cr+(t0)

and s+(tx) < a+(tx). (There are actually 8 possibilities obtained by indepen-

dently choosing + or - and interchanging s and a in each of the two

inequalities. Each of them may be handled by an argument similar to the

one we give.) Let E = {x: for some t, s+(t+) > x > a+(t) and s+(t) >

a+(t)} U {x:for some t, -s_(t+) <x< -a_(t) and -s_(t) < -a_(t)} . Then

E is not empty since s+(t0) belongs to E. We shall show that

(3.13) {B(x)eE}c{B(x*)eE}.

The idea is that in order for the Brownian path to exit D at a point of E it

must have already exited A. Moreover the first such exit from A must have

occurred at a point of E, since, at that time the path had not yet exited from

D. Proceeding more formally, first note that B(x) e E implies x > x*. Indeed,

suppose also that B(x) = s+(x). Then there exists a t such that a+(t) < B(x) <

s+(t+) and a+(t) < s+(t). Clearly, x < t. If x = t then the assertion follows

since B(x) = s+(x) > a+(x). If x < t then a+(x) < a+(t) (by Lemma 3.1) <

B(x) and the assertion again follows. The argument in the case B(x) = -s_(x)

is similar. Now let G = {x: for some t, a+(t) = x > s+(t)} U {x: for some t,

-a_(t) = x < -s_(t)} . Then B(x*) e G implies x* > x. Therefore, supposing

B(x) e E, we cannot have B(x*) e G. Thus, either B(x*) = a+(x*) < s+(x*) or

B(x*) — -a_(x*) > -s_(x*). In either case we have B(x*) e E and so (3.13)

holds.

Now by left continuity of the s± and a± there is ô > 0 such that a+(t) <

s+(t), t0 - ô < t < t0 , and s+(t) < a+(t), tx-ô <t <tx. Now Pu(B(x) & E,

B(x*) eE)> Pv(tx - ô < x < tx, B(x) > 0, tQ - S < x* < t0, B(x*) > 0), and

the latter probability is easily seen to be strictly positive. Together with (3.13)

this shows that Pu(B(x*) e E) > Pv(B(x) e E), and the proof is complete.

4. Existence (general case)

In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by removing assumption

(2.1). We need the following monotonicity result.
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose (vt, p¡), i = 1,2, are two pairs of measures satisfying

the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 and having disjoint supports. Suppose px < p2

and vx > v2. Let (u¡, s_ , s+) be the unique solutions of the Stefan problem

with data (ia , pt) whose existence has been proved in §2. Then 5±2) < s(± and

u2<ux.

Proof. We need only prove the former inequality since the latter follows readily

with the aid of the maximum principle. The proof is very similar to Step 4 in the

proof of Theorem 1.2. Define Di by 7). = {(x, f):-*i?(0 < x < sf(t), 0 <
/ < co} for i = 1, 2 . Suppose D2 is not contained in Dx. Then we consider

two cases.

Case 1.  Dx is properly contained in D2.

Choose t suchthat (-s^(t), s^\t)) = E is properly contained in (-5^2)(f),

5^2)(i)) • Let xi be the exit times of co-space-time Brownian motion from 7)(.

Then {B(x2) e E} C {B(xx) e E) . For any x such that Px(B(xx) e E) > 0 it

is easy to show that Px(B(xx) e E, B(x2) g E) > 0. Therefore,

jPx(B(x2) e E)v2(dx) <jPx(B(x2) e E)vx(dx)

< jPx(B(xx)eE)vx(dx).

By the result of Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 1.2 we have

p2(E) = PVi(B(x2) eE)< P^(B(xx) eE) = px(E),

contradicting the assumption that px < p2.

Case 2. The remaining case.

As in Case 2 of Step 4 in the proof of Theorem 1.2 we suppose for definiteness

that there are t0 and tx with s{2)(t0) > s^(t0) and s{2)(tx) <s(^(tx). Let E =

{x: for some t, s(2)(t+) > x > s^\t), and s{2)(t) > 5^'(í)} U {x: for some t,

s{2)(t+) < x < -5^(0 , and -s{2)(t) < 5Í1)(Z)} • Then exactly as in §3 we derive

Px(B(xx) e E) > Px(B(x2) e E) for any x in support (v{). Then, as in Case 1,

p2(E) = fPx(B(x2) e E)v2(dx) < fPx(B(x2) e E)vx(dx) < Pv(B(xx) e E) =

/i1(7in(-5Í1)(co), í^^co))) < px(E), a contradiction which completes the proof

of Lemma 4.1.

To finish the proof of Theorem 1.1, let 6 > 0 and (v , a_ , a+) be the solu-

tion of the Stefan problem with data (v, pl(_b _s b +S)), and let (u£, s_ , s^f)

be the solutions with data (vl,b +e b _£), p). Then by Lemma 4.1, the 5^e)

increase as e j 0 to left-continuous nondecreasing functions s± satisfying

s± < o±- Let x denote the exit time of co-space-time Brownian motion

from the space-time region D bounded by -s_ and s+ and xe the exit times
(f) (f)

from the regions bounded by -s_   and sV . If x(co) < co then compactness
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of the co-space-time Brownian path on [0, x(co)] easily implies that we have

Xe(co) —► x(co) as e —> 0. If x(co) = co the same conclusion follows from the

compactness of the path on [0, N] for any N. It follows that the measures

Pv\{-t_+e,b -£)(5(T<:) e dx) converge in C*b(R) to Pv(B(x) e dx). But the

former measures equal p\,   (£),   ,   (£),  ,, by the results of §3, and it follows that
(—sJ(oo),s+(oo))     J °   '

Pu(B(x)edx) = p\{_s_{oohs+i0O)).

Let D = {(x,t):t>0 and -5_(t) < x < s+(t)} and

u(x, t)=     GD(x, t;y, 0)v(dy).

To show that (u, s+, s_) is the desired solution of the Stefan problem it suffices

to show that the integral equations are satisfied. For this, it follows that

j(x + ß)v(dx) = Ei/M(0) = El/M(t)

= Ev(M(x);x<t) + Ev(M(t),t<x)

= /       (x + ß)p(dx)+ (x +ß)u(x, t)dx,
J-s_(t) J-s_{t)

where M(t) = B(t A x) + ß ,

which is the desired result.

5. Applications

As mentioned in the introduction, our approach to the Stefan problem has

been motivated by the work of Rost and Meyer on the filling scheme, and by

the recent application of their ideas to the Skorohod embedding problem by

P. Chacon. Recall that the object of the Skorohod embedding problem is to

find a stoping time x of Brownian motion for which the equality of measures

Pv(B(x) e dx) = p(dx) holds, where p and v are given probability measures.

This result, under a variety of more or less restrictive hypotheses, has been

obtained by numerous authors. The following partial list shows the wide variety

of methods used: [1-4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14-20, and 25].
On the other hand, our results yield an independent proof of P. Chacon's

result for Brownian motion in nearly its full generality (Chacon's hypotheses

on p and v are slightly less restrictive, and he considers a class of Markov

processes which includes Brownian motion among others).

Theorem 5.1 (P. Chacon [6]). Let p and v be probability measures which satisfy

the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. Let (u, s_, s+) be the solution to the Stefan

problem of Theorem 1.1. Then the stopping time

x = inf{t:B(t)t(-s_(t),s+(t))}

solves the Skorohod embedding problem with initial distribution v and target

measure p, i.e., Pv(B(x) e dx) = p(dx).
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Theorem 5.1 follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 and Step 2 in the proof

of Theorem 1.2.

Our results also have applications to optimal stopping problems for Brownian

motion. Let T > 0 and y(x, t) be a bounded measurable function on R x

[0, T]. Define

y(x, T) = sup Exy(B(x) ,T-x),

where the supremum is taken over Brownian stopping times x which satisfy

x < T, a.s. The optimal stopping problem with payoff function y and time

horizon T has two parts:

(I) Compute y in terms of y, and,

(II) given x, find, if possible, a stopping time x < T such that y(x, T) =

Exy(B(x),T-x).

For example, in some simplistic models of stock market trading

y(B(s), T - s) may represent the value at time 5 of a portfolio held by an

investor who has agreed to sell his portfolio on or before some future date T.

The time x would then be the time the investor should sell so as to maximize

his expected income.

Let us assume for simplicity that y is continuous. Towards the solution of

(I) we then have the following well-known characterization of y :

Proposition 5.1. The function y is the least superparabolic majorant of y on

R x [0, T]. Moreover, y is continuous, and parabolic on the set C = {y > y}.

Given the set C one may then solve problem (II) by taking x A T as the

optimal stopping time, where x denotes the exit time from C of space-time

Brownian motion. For this reason the set C is usually called the continuation

region. The function y is termed the reward function.

We may view the function 77 of §2 as the reward function for an optimal

stopping problem involving space-time Brownian motion.

Theorem 5.2. Let p and v be as in Theorem 1.1. Set y(x, T) = Gp(x, T) -

Gv(x, T). Then fix, T) = 77(x, T) is the reward function corresponding to

the payoff function y. The continuation region is the set D of §2.

Van Moerbeke has shown that in certain cases y may be obtained as the

solution of a free boundary problem for the heat equation with prescribed flux.

Theorem 5.3 [26, §2.8]. Suppose y is C with bounded second derivatives on

R x [0, T]. Suppose also that the continuation region is bounded by one or more

continuous curves which are piecewise C . Then y satisfies

(5.1) dy/dx = dy/dx   at regular points of dC.

(For simplicity we state this result with stronger boundedness assumptions

than are needed in [26].)

Van Moerbeke goes on to point out that if C is bounded by two piecewise

C   curves —s_ and s+ , then the triple (u, s_ , s ) satisfies the classical Stefan
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problem (1.1)-(1.4) on [0, T] with h there replaced by the function of two

variables h(x, t) - L(y)(x, t), <p(x) = h(x, 0), and u is obtained by the

"Schatz transformation" [22] u(x, t) = d(y - y)/dt.

The ad hoc smoothness hypothesis on dC somewhat limits the usefulness of

Theorem 5.3, although it may be verified in a number of interesting cases [26,

especially, §§3.2 and 4; 27]. In the situation of Theorem 5.2, Theorem 6.1 below

implies that 5± are C in case p has a continuous density function which is

strictly positive on (-b_, b+)c, and by [8, p. 303] the function y has the

required smoothness provided also that p and v have Lipschitz continuous

density functions. Thus, under these conditions, the result of Theorem 5.2

follows from that of Theorem 5.3.

Payoff functions of the form Gp - Gv may seem rather special, but they do

correspond to a very natural class of optimal stopping problems. For example,

suppose p and v have density functions h and p, and consider the problem

of maximizing the expression

(5.2) Ex[\p(B(s))-h(B(s))}ds
Jo

over stopping times x < T. The identities

Ex(Gp-Gv)(B(x),T-x) = ExJo    %EB{T)[h(B(s)) - p(B(s))]ds

= Gyx, T) - Gv_(x ,T) + EX f[p(B(s)) - h(B(s))] ds,

which follow from the strong Markov property, show that the set D is also the

continuation region for this problem. For more general measures p and v the

same is true provided we replace (5.2) by Ex /K Q(t , y)[v(dy) - p(dy)], where

Q(t, x) is the jointly continuous Brownian local time. (See [13, Chapter 2] for

properties of local time.)

In summary, we have the following result.

Theorem 5.4. Let p and v satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 and let

T > 0 be given. Then for each x the stopping time x which maximizes

Ex ¡RQ(x, y)[v(dy) - p(dx)] and satisfies x < T, a.s., is given by x =

inf{i:x + B(t) & (s_(T - t), s+(T - t))}, where s± are the free boundaries

of Theorem 1.1.

6. Properties of the free boundaries

If p has a density function h, the smoothness properties of h should be

reflected in smoothness properties of the free boundaries. On the other hand, v

should have no such influence because of the instantaneous smoothing provided

by convolution with the heat kernel. The first two results of this section make

these observations precise.
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Theorem 6.1. Let p and v be as in Theorem 1.1 and assume additionally that

p has a density function h which is continuous and positive on (-b_, b+)c.

Then the free boundaries s± provided by Theorem 1.1 are C on the respective

time intervals where they are finite.

Proof. Let (u, s_, s ) denote the solution of the given Stefan problem. For

a given x > 0 consider the (classical) Stefan problem with data b± = s±(x),

cp(x) = u(x, x), and h(x) = h(x)l,s ,x) s ,T,y . By Theorem A.4 of the ap-

pendix there exists ô > 0 and a triple (ü, s_, s+) such that (A.5)-(A.8) hold

for 0 < t < ö . The functions s± are C1 on (0, ô), provided they are finite.

It is easy to deduce from Green's formula that the integral equations (1.7) for

(ü, s_ , 5+) then hold for 0 < t < ô .

Now consider the Stefan problem (in the sense of Theorem 1.1) with data

b*±   =   s±(ô/2),   p*(dx)   =   h(x)l{_s_{S/2hs+{g/2))(x)dx,  and   v*(dx)   =

u(x, S/2) dx. Let (u*, s*_, s*+) be the solution provided by Theorem 1.1.

Define s± by s±(t) - s±(t), 0 < t <x, s±(t) - s±(t - x), x < t < x + S/2,

and s±(t) = s*_(t- x-6/2), x + 6/2 < t < co . Similarly, in the same respective

ranges define z7(x, t) = u(x, t), ü(x, t - x), and u*(x, t-x - S/2). Then it

is easy to show that (ü,s_,s+) is a solution of the original Stefan problem.

By Theorem 1.2 we conclude that (ïï, s_ , s+) — (u, s_ , s+). Since x > 0 was

arbitrary, it follows easily (see Remark A.5) that s± axe C .

Theorem 6.2. Under the same hypotheses as Theorem 6.1 assume further that

h is C (resp. C°°) on some open interval I. Then s± are C + (resp. C°°)

on any time interval J such that s±(t) el for each t in J.

Proof. Let s+(t) el for x < t < x + e . Then (u(x, t - x), s+(t - x)) satisfies

the (classical) one-sided Stefan problem on {(x, r):0 < x < s+(t), 0 < t < e}

with initial data <p(x) = u(x, x), latent heat h , and prescribed temperature on

the fixed boundary x = 0 given by /(0, t) — u(0, t-x). One may then argue

as in [21] (which considers the case h = 1 ) with a few obvious changes.

We conclude this section by summarizing the information concerning the

large time behavior of the free boundaries which emerged in the course of the

proof of Theorem 1.2 (§3).

Theorem 6.3. Let p, v, and (u, s_ , s+) be as in Theorem 1.1. Let (A, B) =

(-5_(co), 5+(co)). Then \\p\\ < \\v\\ implies (A, B) - (-co, co). If \\p\\ > \\v\\

then at least one of A or B is finite. Moreover, (A, B) is the smallest open

interval such that

(6.1) p((A,B)) = v(R),

and

(6.2) /   xp(dx) - / xv(dx) is as small as possible.
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V 11/^11 = II1* Il tnen (^> B) is the smallest open interval with the following
properties:

(6.3) support^) ç (A, B),

(6.4) A = -co   if     xp(dx)>     xv(dx),

(6.5) B = co   if     xp(dx) < / xv(dx).

Proof. Only the statements concerning the case \\p\\ = \\v\\ require proof since

the remainder have been proved in §3. Also (6.3) has been proved in §3 so

we may assume support(^) - (a, ß) ^ (-co, co). In particular, the integral

/ xp(dx) is well defined.

Suppose / xp(dx) > f xv(dx) but A > -co . Then /_+ ^-.p(dx) —> f v(dx),

S   (t)
as explained in §3, and by Fatou's Lemma lim^^ inf /_+ ,Jx-A)u(x, t)dx >

0. Thus, the monotone convergence theorem and (1.7) yield /(x -A)p(dx) <

¡(x - A)v(dx). Hence, Jxp(dx) < ¡xv(dx), a contradiction. Thus, (6.4)

holds. Statement (6.5) is proved similarly.

Now the results of §3, in particular the identification of p with the exit

distribution of co-space-time Brownian motion, imply that B may take only

two values: ß and co. Moreover, if the latter holds and ß is finite, then

s+(T) — co for some finite T. Analogous statements hold for A .

Now suppose /xp(dx) > f xv(dx), ß < co, and B = co. Define a

new measure p , having continuous distribution function, to agree with p on

(-co, ß) and have p'(ß, co) > 0. Since s+(T) = co for some T < co, the

solution of the new Stefan problem with data (v, p) will agree with the old

up to the smallest such T, but will differ thereafter due to the melting of the

new mass on (ß, co). Moreover, if (A1, B1) denote the new limits of the free

boundaries, we can only have ¡A xp'(dx) > ¡Axp(dx), contradicting (6.2).

Therefore B = ß .

Similar considerations show that A = a in the case of (6.5), and that

(A, B) = (a, ß) if p and v have equal means. The proof is complete.

7. Open questions

We list here some unsolved problems which, we believe, provide interesting

directions for future research.

(I) Extend the results of this paper to higher dimensions and/or to the setting

of parabolic equations more general than the heat equation. The Skorohod em-

bedding theorem is known to fail for certain pairs (v, p) in higher dimensions,

so it may be necessary to impose further hypotheses on p and v .

(II) Relax the hypotheses on p and v to p A v - 0. (P. Chacon [6] asserts

that this is the only hypothesis needed for his result in the Brownian case.) In
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the absence of condition (1.5) the integral equations (1.7) must be modified to

involve the gradient of u along constant portions of the free boundaries.

(III) Give a direct proof of Theorem 6.1 without invoking the classical exis-

tence results (e.g., Theorem A.4).

(IV) If p is only assumed absolutely continuous, must s± be absolutely

continuous?

(V) Let us say that a positive (resp. negative) explosion occurs if s+(T) = co

(resp. s_(T) = co) for some finite T. Give necessary and sufficient conditions

on the data for such explosions to occur.

(VI) Investigate in greater detail how the data influence the asymptotic be-

havior of 5± as t —> co and as t —* 0.

Appendix

We collect here for easy reference some results which may be proved by

means of the classical methods presented in Chapter 17 of [5].

Theorem A.l. Let b± be given positive constants, <p a nonnegative piecewise

continuous function supported in (-b_ , b+) = I, and h = h0x¡c, where h0 is a

continuous function bounded below by m > 0. There exists a triple (u, s_, s+)

such that s± are increasing C functions on (0, co), right continuous at 0 with

5±(0) = b± , and u is continuous on R x (0, co). Moreover, the following hold:

(A.l) Lu(x,t) = 0,        s_(t) <x <s+(t), 0< t < co,

(A.2) w(x,f) = 0,        x 0 (s_(t), s+(t)), 0< t < co,

(A.3)     u(x, t) -»• \[cp(x+) + cp(x-)] = cpav(x)   ast^O, -b_ < x < b+ ,

and,

(A.4) \ux(±s±(t),t) = +h(±s±(t))ds±(t)/dt,        0 < t < co.

Theorem A.2 (Monotonicity). Suppose cp(2) > <p(l), h{2) < h{l), and b(2) > b{±] ■

Suppose (w(i , s±) satisfy (A.l)-(A.4) for i = 1,2, with s± continuous on

[0, co) and C1 on (0, co). Then s{±\t) < s{2)(t) for all Z > 0.

Theorem A.3. Suppose b± , cp, and h satisfy the same hypotheses as in Theorem

A. 1 except that we allow the support of cp to be all of [-b_ , b+]. Then the same

conclusions hold as in Theorem A. 1.

The proof uses the Monotonicity Theorem and is virtually identical to that

of [5 , Theorem 17.3.1].

As a further corollary of the Monotonicity Theorem we deduce that the so-

lution (u,s±) of Theorem A.3 is unique.

Finally, we formulate a local version of Theorem A.3 .
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Theorem A.4. Let b± be given positive constants where we allow either one

to take the value co, cp a nonnegative bounded piecewise continuous function

supported in [-b_ , b+], and h a function which is continuous and positive on

[b+, b+ + e] and [-b_ - e, -b_] for some e > 0. Then there exists a triple

(u, 5_, 5+) and ô > 0 such that s± are nondecreasing extended real-valued

continuous functions on (0, ô), right continuous at 0 with s±(0) = b± , and u

is continuous on R x (0, co), such that

(A.5) Lu(x,t) = 0,        s_(t) <x <s(t), 0 < / <ô,

(A.6) u(x, t) —>0,    as x —> ±s±(t) for each 0 < t < ô,

(A.7) u(x, t)-> <Pav(x),    ast^O, -b_ < x <b+,

and

(A.8)    \ux(±s±(t),t) = +h(±s±(t))ds/dt(t),       0 < t < Ô, if s±(t) < co.

Remark A.5. The S in Theorem A.4 may be chosen so as to depend only on

inf(h), where h denotes the extended function. This follows from the mono-

tonicity theorem.
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